Join Our Pilot Testing Initiative

CTE professionals are in an educational class by themselves and require a different set of pedagogical skills and background knowledge. NOCTI has developed two levels of CTE credentials for new teachers, administrators, and data professionals and is currently seeking pilot test takers. Credentialing these specialized skills to validate baseline and advanced expectations will provide CTE professionals the additional recognition they deserve.

**Level 1**
- Student Management
- Lab Management
- Safety
- Instructional Planning
- Instructional Delivery
- Student Assessment

**Level 2**
- CTSO Management
- Managing Work-Based Learning
- Employer Relationships
- Specialized Teaching Strategies
- Instructional Improvement

**Level 1**
- Curriculum, Instruction & Assessment
- Personnel
- Relationships
- Fiscal Management
- Foundations
- Facility

**Level 2**
- Program Planning & Development
- Leadership
- Student Engagement & Leadership
- Budgeting
- Credentialing

**Level 1**
- Data Sourcing
- Data Analysis
- Data Uses
- Data Quality
- Data Protection

**Level 2**
- Data Consistency
- Data Governance
- Data Leveraging
- Data Relevance
- Data System Alignment

Participation is a first-come-first-served basis and space is limited. Pilot testing will be an online administration through remote proctoring. Each pilot test taker will be provided with a voucher to take the actual certification (level 1 or 2) once the credential has been finalized and the cut score has been established.

Sign up today by emailing nocti@nocti.org